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Section 1: Definitions

“Aquatic environment” means the physical, atmospheric, and biological components, conditions, and factors that interactively determine the productivity, state, condition, and quality of the aquatic ecosystem of the Great Lakes.

"Bonus bid" means a payment by the buyer to the lessor at the time of sale as part of the consideration for acquisition of a site assessment lease.

"Bottomland" means lands in the Great Lakes, and bays and harbors thereof, lying below and lakeward of the natural ordinary high water mark.

“Commercial activities” mean all activities associated with the generation, storage, or transmission of electricity or other energy product from an offshore wind energy lease on Great Lakes public trust bottomlands and waters, and for which such electricity or other energy product is intended for distribution, sale, or other commercial use. This term also includes activities associated with all stages of development, including initial site assessment, facility construction, and project decommissioning.

Decommissioning" means removing approved structures and returning the site of the lease to a condition as required by the department

“Department” means the Department of Natural Resources and Environment.

"Direct lease" means a lease issued as the result of individual negotiations with the department.

"Financial Assurance" means a surety to guarantee that the lessee and the lessee’s heirs, executors, administrators, successors, and assigns shall faithfully perform the covenants, conditions, and agreements specified in the lease and the laws and rules of the state of Michigan.

“Great Lakes” means Lake Superior, Lake Michigan, Lake Huron, and Lake Erie, and includes Lake St. Clair.

“Grid cell” means an area bounded by lines of one minute intervals of latitude and longitude;

“Gross Revenue” means the sum of (i) the total amount of money or other consideration received by Lessee or any Affiliated Party from the sale of wind-generated electricity or byproducts from the Leased Premises before deductions; and (ii) the total amount of consideration received by Lessee or an Affiliated Party in connection with any agreement, settlement, or judgment relating to the sale, use, or other disposition of electricity generated or capable of being generated at the Leased Premises.

“Lessee” means the holder of a lease, a department-approved assignee, and, when describing the conduct required of parties engaged in activities on the lease, it also refers to the operator and all persons authorized by the holder of the lease or operator to conduct activities on the lease.
"Lessor" means the department.

“Miles” mean statute miles, as opposed to nautical miles.

"Nonleasable lands" means lands that will not be leased for offshore wind energy development and production.

“Offshore Wind Energy Lease” means a grant of unpatented Great Lakes public trust bottomlands from the State of Michigan which conveys a leasehold interest for the described purpose.

“Offshore Wind Energy Facility” means a number of electrical energy producing wind powered turbines and supporting infrastructure connected to the power grid via transmission lines that are permanently or temporarily attached to the public trust bottomlands of the Great Lakes. Facilities include any structures, devices, appurtenances, gathering, transmission and distribution cables or pipelines and permanently moored vessels. Any group of said installations that includes a central or primary installation with one or more satellite or secondary installations is a single facility. The department may decide that the complexity of the installations justifies their classification as separate facilities.

“Operator” means the individual, corporation, or association having control or management of activities on a lease under this part. The operator may be a lessee, lease holder, or a contractor designated by the lessee under this part.

"Other materials" means any man-made structure or installed device or facility extending over or placed on bottomlands below the ordinary high water mark or extending over or placed into the waters of the Great Lakes associated with an offshore wind energy facility.

"Person" means any individual, partnership, corporation, association, political subdivision, the state, the department, an instrumentality or agency of the state, a political subdivision of an instrumentality or agency of the state, a department or other instrumentality or agency of the federal government, or other legal entity.

"Qualified party" means an individual of the age of majority or a partnership, corporation, or other legal entity qualified to do business in the state of Michigan.

“Revenues” mean bonuses, rents, operating fees, and similar payments made in connection with a project or project area. It does not include administrative fees such as those assessed for cost recovery, civil penalties, and forfeiture of financial assurance.

"Sale unit" means the land description or descriptions as numbered on the lease sale notice.

“Site assessment activities” mean those initial activities conducted to characterize a site on Great Lakes bottomlands, such as resource assessment surveys (e.g., meteorological and
geophysical) or technology testing, that may involve the installation of structures and other 
materials in or on bottomlands.

“Total installed capacity” means sum of the manufacturer’s rated power capacity of all turbines 
making up a wind farm, measured in kilowatts or megawatts.

Section 2: Legislative findings
The legislature finds the following:

(1) The Great Lakes bottomlands are a magnificent natural resource endowment that 
provides significant economic, scientific, geological, scenic, recreational, biological, 
educational and ecological benefits to the people of Michigan;

(2) The State of Michigan has a solemn, perpetual, fiduciary responsibility to preserve and 
protect the Great Lakes bottomlands, waters and associated resources in public trust for 
the citizens of Michigan;

(3) The development of offshore wind resources in the waters of the Great Lakes is in the 
public interest and for a proper public trust purpose;

(4) The development of offshore wind resources in the Great Lakes will provide new 
opportunities for job creation and retention by utilizing Michigan’s strengths in advanced 
manufacturing and engineering, supply chain development and tool and die; supported 
by Michigan’s unparalleled universities and colleges;

(5) Offshore wind development will make a significant contribution to achievement of the 
state’s renewable energy and greenhouse gas reduction objectives, while enhancing 
and diversifying Michigan’s energy resources;

(6) Formal processes for the engagement and meaningful participation of coastal 
communities must be established to ensure that all public concerns and benefits are 
identified and addressed;

(7) Strong winds over the 38,000 square miles of state-owned Great Lakes bottomlands 
are a world-class clean energy resource that, if carefully developed, can help meet 
Michigan’s future electrical generation needs and provide power regionally for the benefit 
of Michigan and its economy;

(8) Because of the significant costs of transporting large utility-scale wind turbines, 
Michigan’s deep water ports are uniquely suited to support regional, national and 
international shipping and deployment of wind turbines;

(9) Due to the challenges regarding site selection and site assessment, financing, 
construction and logistics, prospective offshore wind developers need a clearly defined 
process for obtaining necessary permits and authorizations;

Section 3: Scope
(1) Except as otherwise provided in this section, the Department of Natural Resources and 
the Environment (the Department) may enter into leases of unpatented submerged lands 
pertaining to the site assessment, construction and operation of offshore wind energy 
facilities or to deploy necessary structures to research the feasibility of such facilities 
after approval of the state administrative board. Leases covering unpatented lands may 
be issued or entered into by the department with qualified parties, and shall contain such 
terms, conditions, and requirements as the department determines to be just and 
equitable and in conformance with the public trust.
Section 4: Regulatory assistance

(1) The Michigan Economic Development Corporation (MEDC) shall be available to serve as the entry point for prospective offshore wind developers, working with regulatory agencies throughout state government to identify and facilitate necessary permits. MEDC shall coordinate rapid response teams within relevant state agencies to facilitate timely response to offshore wind developers. When rapid response teams are engaged they will provide to the MEDC within 5 business days a plan of action including, but not limited to, identification of: necessary permits; process for obtaining such permits; anticipated timeline to issue such permits; issues of concern to the agency and required information to ensure resolution; and fees. Rapid response teams may be engaged by the MEDC for all aspects of the development, permitting, testing, leasing and construction of offshore wind energy facilities.

(2) The MEDC, in consultation with other relevant state agencies, shall be available to provide to prospective offshore wind developers an unambiguous checklist of information that must be provided by an offshore wind development applicant, timeline information for providing such information, and to which state agencies such information must be provided.

(3) The department shall make all reasonable efforts to create and administer a permitting process which complements the federal permitting process in place for Great Lakes wind development. The department shall develop timelines and documentation requirements that to the extent possible minimize delay and duplication by using the same reports and analysis required by federal agencies while addressing the unique management concerns of the state.

Section 5: Prohibition; exception; permit; qualifications of applicant

(1) A person shall not construct and operate an offshore wind energy facility in the Great Lakes except as described in this part.

(2) A person may only construct and operate an offshore wind energy facility pursuant to a lease and permit issued under this part.

(3) The department may accept a lease application under this part from a person, whether or not the person is a riparian landowner, and may enter into a lease for the use of lands and waters described in Part 325, section 32502 on which an offshore wind energy facility may be authorized.

(4) Only one offshore wind energy facility shall be included in each application for a permit and lease.

Section 6: Standards for approval

(1) The department shall not issue a lease or permit for an offshore wind energy facility unless it determines:
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(a) The proposed offshore wind energy facility will meet the requirements of this part.

(b) The proposed offshore wind energy facility is consistent with protection of the public trust in the waters and bottomlands of the Great Lakes.

(c) There will be benefits from the proposed offshore wind energy facility to the public consistent with the protection of the public health, safety, and welfare.

(d) The adverse effects to the natural resources and public trust in the waters and bottomlands of the Great Lakes are minimal and will be mitigated to the extent possible.

(2) In reviewing an application for a permit or lease for site assessment or construction and operation or decommissioning of an offshore wind energy facility, the department shall require sufficient information to determine that the use of those lands and waters will not substantially affect the public use of those lands and waters for fishing, swimming, pleasure boating, or navigation or whether the public trust in the waters and natural resources of the state, including fish and wildlife, will be impaired by those agreements for use, lease, or other disposition. The department may impose reasonable terms and conditions in all leases and permits as it determines necessary pursuant to this part and to protect the natural resources and public trust in the waters and bottomlands of the Great Lakes.

(3) All financial assurance requirements are met as set forth in Section 24.

Section 7: Requirements

(1) The rotor sweep height shall be no less than 75 feet above the water surface.

(2) Each structure in an offshore wind energy facility shall display the most effective lighting to minimize the adverse impacts on wildlife. This lighting scheme shall be determined in consultation with the department and other appropriate agencies.

(3) A permittee shall employ the latest horizontal directional drilling methods to locate any submerged cable from the nearshore area under the shoreline to avoid impacts to environmentally sensitive areas such as coastal wetlands and sand dunes.

(4) A permittee shall file an annual report with the department describing the monitoring results and any recommendations for modifying the generating facilities or other project elements, or commencing the approved project removal plan, if necessary to minimize adverse effects on natural resources identified pursuant to plans required under this section.
Section 8: Qualification of parties to bid and lease

(1) Bidders, lessees, assignees, operators, or holders of a lease under this part, must demonstrate that they have the technical and financial capabilities to conduct the activities authorized by the lease. To satisfy this requirement, parties must qualify as a bidder, lessee, assignee, or operator by completing the following:

(a) Parties must demonstrate their technical and financial capability to construct, operate, maintain, and terminate/decommission projects for which they are requesting authorization. Documentation can include:
   (i) Descriptions of international or domestic experience with renewable energy projects or other types of electric-energy-related projects; and
   (ii) Information establishing access to sufficient capital to carry out development.

(b) A corporation of association must submit evidence acceptable to the department that it is:
   (i) qualified to hold leases or grants under this part;
   (ii) authorized to conduct business under the laws of the State;
   (iii) authorized to hold leases under the operating rules of its business;
   and
   (iv) the persons signing are authorized to bind the corporation or association when conducting business with the State.

(2) Applicants shall provide documentation, including certificates of insurance, that the applicant has or can obtain and will maintain a current general liability policy for the project that covers bodily injury, property damages and environmental damages in an amount considered reasonable by the department in consideration of the scope, scale and location of the project.

(3) In addition, the applicant shall demonstrate the ability to obtain and maintain a financial assurance bond pursuant to Section 24 of this part.

(4) Prospective bidders are encouraged to file their complete set of qualification documents with the department as far in advance of anticipated transactions as possible, and documents must be received at least 30 days prior to any lease sale. The department will assign a unique company code to each entity upon acceptance of its qualification statement and will acknowledge the sufficiency of the submittal by letter.

Section 9: Methods for identifying wind energy lease parcels

(1) The department shall use the following two methods for identifying parcels for offshore wind energy facilities:
   (a) State selection or
   (b) Nomination by qualified party.
Section 10: State selection for public auction

(1) The department shall identify Great Lakes bottomlands areas most favorable for offshore wind energy development, called offshore wind resource planning areas, and offer certain parcels of Great Lakes bottomlands within those wind resource planning areas at a public auction as soon as practicable following enactment of this part.

(2) Prior to offering parcels for lease, the department shall hold a public hearing and conduct fact-finding in the county nearest to the wind resource area or proposed offshore wind development parcel(s).

(3) The department shall not offer any parcels for auction or enter into any leases if it determines prior to field studies and site assessment that the use of those lands and waters will substantially impair the public use of those lands and waters for fishing, swimming, pleasure boating, or navigation or that the public trust in the waters or natural resources of the state, including fish and wildlife, will be impaired by those agreements for use, lease, or other disposition.

Section 11: Nomination of potential sites by qualified party

(1) The department shall consider unsolicited nominations of a parcel for lease on a case-by-case basis. The department shall not consider an unsolicited request for a lease under this part that is proposed in an area of Great Lakes bottomlands that is already scheduled for a lease sale under this part.

(2) A nomination under this subsection shall be accompanied by a fee of $0.25 per acre.

(3) A nomination shall include a description of the area of interest; a general description of the project’s objectives and facilities, including proposed scale and size; a general schedule of proposed activities; available and relevant renewable energy resource and environmental data related to the area of interest for the project; project facilities, devices and infrastructure; anticipated power production; a statement that the proposed project activity conforms with state and local energy planning requirements, initiatives or guidance; and documentation showing the applicant is qualified to hold a lease and fulfill the development objectives in a lawful manner.

(4) Upon receipt and approval of nomination for a parcel, the department shall publish a public notice of auction for the proposed parcel not less than 60 days before the scheduled auction.

Section 12: Lease bidding and award process

(1) Prior to offering parcels for auction, the department shall hold a public hearing and conduct fact-finding in the county nearest to the wind resource area or proposed offshore wind development parcel(s).
(2) Whether a parcel is identified by the state or nominated by a developer, the department shall hold auctions to award offshore wind energy leases by oral auctions by cash bonus. Only one sealed bid per company per lease shall be accepted.

(3) The department shall screen prospective bidders to identify those qualified to apply for lease permits, pursuant to section 8.

(4) Only one sealed bid per company per lease shall be accepted.

(5) An applicant shall submit their bid and a deposit to cover the bid for each lease area, according to the terms specified in the Final Lease Notice.

(6) The department shall specify minimum bids in the Final Lease Notice.

(7) In the Final Lease Notice, the department may reserve the right to accept the winning bid solely based on its being the highest bid submitted by a qualified bidder.

(8) The department shall send a written notice of decision to accept or reject bids to all bidders whose deposits the department holds.

(9) Unless otherwise specified in the Final Lease Notice, if more than one bidder on a lease submits the same high bid amount, the winning bidder shall be determined by a further round of bidding as described in the Final Lease Notice.

(10) The winning bidder shall be subject to final confirmation following determination of bid adequacy.

(11) The full amount of the bonus bid shall be paid on the same date on which the lease rights are bid. The bonus bid shall be paid in cash or by certified check or money order. All remittances shall be made payable to the State of Michigan.

(12) Failure of the successful bidder to pay the total bid at the time of lease shall result in the forfeiture of the bonus bid and the lease rights to the unit or units involved.

(13) If the department accepts a bid, the department shall send the successful bidder a notice with three copies of the lease form.

   (a) Within 21 business days after the successful bidder receives the lease copies, the bidder must:

      (i) Execute the lease;

      (ii) File financial assurance as required pursuant to section 24.

   (b) Pay the first year’s rent within 45 days upon receipt of the lease copies.

   (c) Upon receipt of the three signed copies from the lessee, the department shall execute the lease and send lessee one fully executed copy
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(d) Lessee shall forfeit deposit if the lease is not executed and returned to the department within 21 business days of receipt, or otherwise fails to comply with applicable regulations or terms of the Final Sale Notice.

(e) The department may extend the 21 business day time period for executing and returning the lease if the department determines the prospective lessee has demonstrated sufficient cause for the delay.

(f) The department reserves the right to withdraw an offshore wind energy area in which the department has held a lease sale before lessee and department execute the lease in that area. If the department exercises this right, the department shall refund bid deposit, without interest.

(g) If the awarded lease is executed by an agent acting on behalf of the bidder, the bidder must submit, along with the executed lease, written evidence that the agent is authorized to act on behalf of the bidder.

(h) The department shall consider the highest submitted qualified bid to be the winning bid. The department shall refund the deposit on all other bids.

(i) If the department rejects a bid, the department shall provide a written statement of the reasons and refund any money deposited without interest.

Section 13: Notice of Intent to Lease

(1) For each lease, the department shall publish a Proposed Lease Notice and a Final Lease Notice. The comment period following issuance of a Proposed Lease Notice shall be 60 days. In the Proposed Lease Notice, the department shall solicit public comment on the items listed in this section. The final terms and conditions shall be published in the Final Lease Notice. The Proposed Lease Notice and Final Lease Notice shall include, or describe the availability of, information pertaining to:

(a) The area available for leasing.
(b) Proposed and final lease provisions and conditions, including, but not limited to:
   (i) Lease size;
   (ii) Lease term;
   (iii) Payment requirements;
   (iv) Performance requirements; and
   (v) Site-specific lease stipulations.

(c) Auction details, including:
   (i) Bidding procedures and systems;
   (ii) Minimum bid;
   (iii) Deposit amount;
(iv) The place and time for filing bids and the place, date, and hour for opening bids if applicable;
(v) Lease award method; and
(vi) Bidding or application instructions.

(d) The official department lease form to be used or a reference to that form.

(e) Criteria the department shall use to evaluate competing bids or applications and how the criteria shall be used in decision-making for awarding a lease.

(f) Award procedures, including how and when the department shall award leases and how department shall handle unsuccessful bids or applications.

(2) The department shall publish the Final Lease Notice at least 30 days before the date of the lease.

Section 14: Site assessment lease

(1) The lease shall include a lease payment as set forth in section 23.

(2) The site assessment lease will be for a period not to exceed three years and shall be automatically extended for two subsequent one-year periods if the department determines that significant progress is being made to complete the site assessment. Progress shall include the installation of monitoring equipment or substantial progress on studies required for approval under section 15.

(3) The lease shall include a clause that states that the lease is for site assessment purposes only.

(4) The site assessment lease shall include a clause that allows for the conversion of the lease to an offshore wind energy construction and operation lease upon issuance of the construction and operation lease and permit set forth in section 18.

Section 15: Site assessment plan requirements

(1) An applicant under this part shall submit a site assessment plan (SAP) fee of $5,000. The applicant must submit a site assessment plan within 6 months of site assessment lease issuance and prior to conducting any site assessment plan activities. The site assessment plan shall demonstrate that the applicant is prepared to use the best available technology, best management practices and properly trained personnel. Unless otherwise required, the applicant shall include two paper copies and one electronic copy of all plans, applications, reports or notices required by this part.
A site assessment plan shall describe the activities planned to conduct a resource assessment or for technology testing. The applicant shall include the following information, or the plans for collecting the information for all of the following:

(a) The surface location (global positioning systems coordinates or successor technology) and water depth for all proposed and existing structures, facilities, and appurtenances located on the bottomlands.

(b) Baseline physical characterization surveys (e.g., geological and geophysical surveys or hazards surveys) to identify bottom type (mud/sand/silt/bedrock, rock outcroppings etc) at each tower site, transformer platform piling site and all other materials and along all cable routes; sediment transport study, etc.

(c) Baseline environmental surveys (e.g., biological and archaeological surveys) using radar, side-scan sonar, sub bottom profiler, magnetometer or other means as required by the department to identify existing bat and bird migration routes, aquatic environment, benthic communities, vegetation, prehistoric and historic submerged cultural resources such as shipwrecks in the lease area in general and specifically in the proposed locations of any structure and/or cable route.

(d) General structural and project design, fabrication, and installation: information for each type of facility associated with the project, including the location of the offshore wind energy facility on the most recent nautical chart issued by the national oceanographic and atmospheric administration, United States Department of Commerce or grid cell map as produced by the department.

(e) Competing use surveys to identify the current uses in the vicinity of proposed offshore wind energy facility and associated structures including, but not limited to, commercial and recreational fishing, water intakes/outfalls, cables, pipelines, military uses, shipping lanes, recreational boating courses, designated refuges, bottomland preserves, special management areas and other uses.

(f) Preliminary wind energy surveys using existing meteorological data, and plans detailing how and what equipment will be installed in the subject lease area.

(g) The site assessment or technology testing concept: A discussion of the objectives; description of the proposed activities, including the technology to be used; and proposed schedule from start to completion.

(h) Deployment activities: A description of the safety, prevention, and environmental protection features or measures proposed.

(i) The proposed measures for avoiding, minimizing, reducing, eliminating, and monitoring environmental impacts: A description of the measures to avoid or minimize adverse effects and any potential incidental take, before activities are conducted on the lease, and how environmental impacts from the proposed activities will be mitigated including a description of the measures.

(j) Decommissioning and site clearance procedures: A discussion of methodologies.

(k) A listing of all Federal, State, and local authorizations or approvals required to conduct site assessment activities on the lease: A statement indicating whether such authorization or approval has been applied for or obtained.

(l) Designation of operator, if applicable.
Section 16: Site assessment plan modifications

(1) The permittee may request a revision of the site assessment plan by notifying the department in writing before conducting any activities not described in the approved site assessment plan, describing in detail the type of activities proposed. The department shall determine whether the activities proposed are authorized by the existing site assessment plan or require a revision to the site assessment plan. The department may request additional information to make this determination. A fee of $500 shall be submitted with the written site assessment plan revision request.

(2) Activities for which a proposed revision to the site assessment plan will likely be necessary include but are not limited to:
(a) Activities not described in the approved site assessment plan;
(b) Modifications to the size or type of facility or equipment to be used;
(c) Changes in the surface location of a facility or structure;
(d) Addition of a facility or structure not contemplated in the approved site assessment plan;
(e) Changes in the location of bottom disturbances (anchors, chains, etc.) from the approved locations. If a specific anchor pattern was approved as a mitigation measure to avoid contact with bottom features, any change in the proposed bottom disturbances would likely trigger the need for a revision.

Section 17: Public engagement; site assessment plan approval

(1) Before a site assessment plan will be approved an applicant must demonstrate that it has held at least one informational meeting, at the expense of the applicant, in the county nearest the proposed offshore wind development site(s). The informational meeting shall be widely noticed and open to local, Tribal, state and federal officials and the general public. The meeting shall provide some mechanism to solicit public input.

(2) The state public engagement provisions for permitting and conveyance of Great Lakes bottomlands and any other regulatory review or approval processes for specific offshore wind development site proposals and related infrastructure shall be coordinated and, where practical, concurrent with those of other state and federal agencies including, but not limited to, the Michigan Public Service Commission, the Federal Aviation Administration, the Federal Communications Commission, the U.S. Coast Guard, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

(3) The department may approve a site assessment plan without public notice or hearing.

(4) Before lease issuance, the department shall notice for public comment a draft permit and lease. The draft permit and lease shall contain the terms and conditions under which site assessment activities were conducted and the results thereof, as well as information relative to any compensation to the state for the use and occupation of the bottomlands. The department shall hold at least one public hearing in Lansing and one public hearing in the county nearest the proposed offshore wind development site(s).

Section 18: Construction and operation permit

(1) If a site assessment lessee elects to proceed with the construction and operation phase of an offshore wind energy facility project, the lessee shall first obtain a construction and operation permit, and will convert its site assessment lease to a construction and operation lease pursuant to section 20.

(2) An applicant for a construction and operations permit and lease under this part shall submit an application on a form provided by the department along with a fee of $10,000.
The applicant shall submit a construction and operations permit and lease application at least 180 days before the expiration of the site assessment lease.

(3) The construction and operations permit and lease application shall include construction, operations, and conceptual decommissioning plans for all planned structures and operations and shall incorporate the information and data collected in the site assessment permit for the proposed construction activities.

(4) Lessee must receive department approval of the construction and operations permit and lease application before any of the proposed activities begin.

(5) The construction and operations permit application shall demonstrate that the lessee is prepared to use the best available technology, best management practices and properly trained personnel. The lessee shall submit two paper copies and one electronic version of the plans, applications, reports or notices required by this part. The department may require the submission of additional information in order to review and approve the application.

(6) The application shall include all of the following:

(a) Scaled drawings that include the following elements:

(i) A plan view drawing of the entire project area that shows, with geographic positioning system coordinates, the proposed location of all structures including but not limited to all submerged utility lines, meteorological towers, wind turbine towers, generating facilities and all other project elements.

(ii) A cross-section drawing that shows the design and location of all structures including but not limited to meteorological towers, wind turbine towers, generating facilities and all other project elements including water depths.

(iii) A plan view and cross-section drawing showing the location and construction techniques of all submerged utility lines including water depths;

(iv) A plan view drawing showing the proposed location of each wind turbine in relation to any other offshore wind energy facility within 10 miles of the proposed project area and written verification that the project will not interfere with the operation of any such previously approved project; and

(b) A narrative description of the proposed activities and methods for proposed construction and operation including discussion of the objectives, the proposed activities, tentative schedule from start to completion, and plans for any phased development. The description shall include an anticipated schedule of construction activity showing significant milestones leading to the commencement of commercial operations.
(c) Information describing each type of structure associated with the project.

(d) A report, prepared following consultation with the department, based on the information and data collected in the site assessment permit studies that:

(i) Describes existing information including, but not limited to, commercial and recreational fishing, water intakes/outfalls, cables, pipelines, military uses, shipping lanes, recreational boating courses, resources, designated refuges, preserves, special management areas and other uses within the proposed lease area.

(ii) Describes the aquatic environment, including benthic communities, in the waters and on the submerged lands and immediately adjacent areas in, on or over which the applicant proposes to locate any mooring, anchoring system, meteorological tower, submerged utility line or other materials that is secured to the lakebed or located in the water column;

(iii) Describes the archeological, historic and cultural sites within the project area.

(iv) Describes the results of all fish and wildlife monitoring studies conducted during the site assessment permit studies and plans for conducting monitoring, as required by the department during construction and throughout the term of the construction and operations permit, of the behavior, interaction and predicted impacts on the species studied, including: fish species, avian species, passerines, raptors, shorebirds, water birds and waterfowl; bats; and other aquatic resources identified in subsection (b)(ii), including but not limited to the generating facilities and mooring or anchoring systems employed, and identifying potential adverse effects.

(e) A fish and wildlife protection plan that contains, at a minimum, the following:

(i) A detailed description of the methods and equipment that will be used for monitoring fish and wildlife behavior and activity in the vicinity of the project;

(ii) A detailed description of how the fish and wildlife monitoring data will be analyzed and provided to the department in electronic format, with specific criteria by which to evaluate adverse effects;

(iii) A detailed implementation schedule, including the frequency and timing of data recovery, maintenance of the monitoring equipment and quarterly reporting to the department;

(iv) A detailed monitoring schedule that considers lake conditions, seasonal variations in species’ presence or absence and other pertinent biological factors;
(v) Provisions for identifying and implementing remedial measures if monitoring identifies any adverse changes in fish or wildlife behavior or use of lake habitats;

(f) A detailed description of the methods and equipment that will be used to determine and monitor ambient noise levels, electromagnetic fields and noise associated with project construction and subsequent operations and the effectiveness of any devices that are proposed to avoid and minimize the potential for related foreseeable adverse effects, if any; and

(g) A navigation safety plan to protect the public and project facilities from such events as: collisions between commercial and recreational vessels and project facilities; entanglement of fishing gear, anchors, dredging equipment or other underwater devices that may damage or become entangled with project transmission, anchoring and mooring lines; release of or damage to the project's submerged utility line, anchoring system or other project elements in, on or over the seabed; and electrocution. The plan must, at a minimum, consider the need and provide for as appropriate:

(h) A boundary defining an effective exclusion zone around the proposed generating facilities, anchoring system, submerged utility lines and other project elements, if any, in which specified types of navigation and underwater activities incompatible with project operations may not be conducted. Any such exclusion zone must be specified with global positioning system coordinates;

(i) Marking the extreme corners of the exclusion zone, specified pursuant to subparagraph (1), with lights, buoys or other indicators sufficient to warn vessels of the above-water and underwater project elements and the boundaries of the exclusion zone during both day and night;

(ii) Marking the generating facilities with fog signals, low-intensity navigation lights, hazard marking lights or other aids to navigation and painting and lighting the generating facilities in a way that considers the aesthetic resources of the project area as well as the safety of the public and project facilities and meets applicable Federal Aviation Administration guidelines and United States Coast Guard requirements;

(iii) Procedures to ensure the safety of the public near the project area; and

(iv) A description of monitoring for and actions the applicant will take to prevent and address an emergency that specifies: procedures the applicant will take during an emergency, including but not limited to immediate shutdown; a protocol for coordination with and reporting an emergency to local, state and federal agencies; contingency measures to modify operations to address reasonably foreseeable emergency conditions; and a schedule for annual
testing of emergency equipment, including the project's emergency shutdown system;

(h) Contact information. The name, address, e-mail address, and phone number of an authorized representative.

(i) Designation of operator, if applicable

(j) Commercial lease stipulations and compliance: A description of the measures lessee took, or will take, to satisfy the conditions of any lease stipulations related to the proposed activities.

(k) A description of the deployment protocols, including site safety, accident prevention, and environmental protection features or measures that lessee will use.

(l) A list of chemical products used; the volume stored on location; their treatment, discharge, or disposal methods used; and the name and location of the onshore waste receiving, treatment, and/or disposal facility. A description of how these products would be brought onsite, the number of transfers that may take place, and the quantity that that will be transferred each time.

(n) A description of any vessels, vehicles, and aircraft lessee will use to support the activities: An estimate of the frequency and duration of vessel/vehicle/aircraft traffic.

(o) A project decommissioning and removal plan prepared by a licensed professional engineer that the applicant will, at its expense, initiate beginning within 60 days of the expiration or termination of a permit granted pursuant to this section and that provides for:

(i) An implementation schedule that provides for all removal and restoration activities to be completed within one year of the expiration date of the general permit;

(ii) Removal of the project in its entirety from all project lands and waters, except for any part of the project regarding which the applicant provides the department substantial evidence of plans for continued beneficial use, including but not limited to an executed lease of state-owned submerged lands, as applicable, or for partial removal or other modification adequate to avoid foreseeable adverse effects on natural resources and existing uses;

(iii) Minimizing lakebed disturbances and suspended sediments during removal of any underwater facilities;

(iv) Monitoring the effects of the removal activities on aquatic marine resources both during and subsequent to completion of removal activities;

(v) An estimate of the total project removal cost, without regard to salvage value of the equipment, and the net project removal cost, prepared by a licensed professional engineer; and
(vi) Written evidence and certification that the applicant has posted and will maintain funds for project removal in an amount equal to the net project removal cost as set forth in section 24.

(p) A listing of all Federal, State, and local authorizations, approvals, or permits that are required to conduct the proposed activities, including commercial operations. A statement indicating whether the lessee has applied for or obtained such authorization, approval, or permit.

(q) A description of the measures lessee will use to avoid or minimize adverse effects and any potential incidental take before lessee conduct activities on the lease, and how lessee will mitigate environmental impacts from the proposed activities, including a description of the measures lessee will use. The description shall include a pollution prevention plan for oils, greases, lubricants and other chemical products used in the offshore wind energy facility including an analysis of the use of non-toxic alternatives.

(r) Information incorporated by reference: A listing of the documents referenced.

(s) Financial assurance: attesting that the activities and facilities proposed in the construction and operations plan are or will be covered by an appropriate bond or security, as required.

(t) Consultant contact information

(u) Other information as required by the department.

(7) As appropriate, the department will coordinate and consult with relevant Federal, State, and local agencies and affected Indian tribes, and provide to them relevant nonproprietary data and information pertaining to the proposed activities.

(8) After receipt of an otherwise complete application, the department may request additional information if it determines that the information provided is not sufficient to complete the review process. If the applicant fails to provide the requested information within 60 days, the application will be denied without prejudice and the file closed. The Department may extend the duration of the response period if the applicant can show sufficient cause for requiring additional time to provide the requested information.

(9) The department may approve, disapprove, or approve with modifications the construction and operations permit.

(a) If approved, the department shall specify terms and conditions to be incorporated into the construction and operations permit.

(b) If disapproved, the department will inform the lessee in writing of the reasons and allow the lessee an opportunity to submit in writing a revised plan making the necessary corrections, and may suspend the term of the lease, as appropriate, to allow this to occur. The applicant shall submit the necessary corrections within 90 days of notification from the department.
(10) After approval of the construction and operations permit by the department, the permittee shall commence construction by the date given in the construction schedule included as a part of the approved construction and operations permit, unless the department approves a deviation from the schedule.

(11) The permittee shall notify the department in writing within 30 days of completing installation activities approved in the construction and operations permit.

(12) The permittee must prepare and submit to the department a report on November 1 of each year that summarizes the construction and operation activities and the results of those activities. The report shall include a statement identifying and describing any mitigation measures and monitoring methods and their effectiveness. If mitigation measures that were identified that were not effective, the lessee shall include recommendations for new mitigation measures or monitoring methods.

(13) The permittee shall notify the department, within 5 business days, any time commercial operations are ceased, without an approved suspension, under the approved construction and operations permit. If commercial operations are ceased for an indefinite period which extends longer than 6 months, the department may cancel the lease and lessee shall initiate the decommissioning process, as set forth in this part.

(14) The permittee shall initiate the decommissioning process as required in this part upon completion of the commercial operations as authorized in the lease.

(15) To the extent possible, the department will design the application process to take advantage of any environmental impact statement process that the applicant must complete to secure federal authorization [40 CFR 1500-1508] for the project and avoid duplication of materials and extension of timelines whenever possible.

Section 19: Construction and operations permit modifications

(1) The permittee may request a revision of the construction and operations permit by notifying the department in writing before conducting any activities not described in the approved construction and operations permit, describing in detail the type of activities proposed. The department will determine whether the activities proposed are authorized by the existing construction and operations permit or require a revision to the construction and operations permit. The department may request additional information to make this determination. A fee of $500 shall be submitted with the written construction and operation permit revision request.

(2) Activities for which a proposed revision to the construction and operations permit will likely be necessary Include but are not limited to:

(a) Activities not described in the approved construction and operations permit;
(b) Modifications to the size or type of facility or equipment to be used;
(c) Changes in the surface location of a facility or structure;
(d) Addition of a facility or structure not contemplated in the approved construction and operations permit;
(e) Changes in the location of bottom disturbances (anchors, chains, etc.) from the approved locations. If a specific anchor pattern was approved as a mitigation measure to avoid contact with bottom features, any change in the proposed bottom disturbances would likely trigger the need for a revision;
(f) Structural failure of one or more facilities;
(g) Changes to any other activity specified by the department.

Section 20: Construction and operation lease

(1) If the state approves a construction and operation permit, it shall convert the lease to a construction and operation lease. The lease shall include, at a minimum, the following provisions:

(a) A provision that allows all or part of a lease or grant to be assigned upon department approval. The department shall develop an assignment application. The department shall approve the assignment if the assignee meets all the requirements of this part. The assignor is liable for all obligations that accrued on its lease or grant before the department approves an assignment. The assignee is liable for all obligations once the department has approved the assignment.

(b) Requirement for lease payment pursuant to subsection 23.

(c) The construction and operation lease will be for an initial period of twenty-five years, shall be extended for additional 10 year periods subject to continued adherence to permit requirements, and continued operation of the facility.

(d) Lessee shall commence the work authorized in the construction and operation permit within 2 years of issuance of the permit, and shall be operational within 4 years of the issuance of the permit, or the department shall terminate the lease, unless a permit modification is approved.

Section 21: Public engagement; draft construction and operation permit and lease

(1) Before issuance of the construction and operation permit, the department shall notice for public comment a draft permit and lease. The draft permit and lease shall contain the terms and conditions under which the proposed activities are conducted, as well as any compensation to the state for the use and occupation of the bottomlands. The department shall hold at least one public hearing in Lansing and one public hearing in the county nearest the proposed offshore wind development site(s). The comment period on any proposed lease and permit shall extend 30 days beyond the public hearing.
Section 22: Decommissioning

(1) A lessee of a construction and operations lease under this part shall remove or decommission all facilities, projects, cables, pipelines, and other materials from the bottomlands created by activities on the lease, as required by the department.

(2) The lessee shall update its decommissioning and removal plan included within the construction and operations permit application to reflect state-of-the-art methods for project decommissioning and removal at the time those activities are to commence.

(3) Lessee shall submit an application on a form provided by the department for an updated decommissioning and removal plan along with a fee of $5,000. The lessee shall submit a decommissioning application upon the earliest of the following dates:

(a) 180 days before the termination of commercial activities.
(b) 90 days after cancellation, relinquishment, or other termination of the lease.

(4) Lessee shall provide two paper copies and one electronic copy of the application.

(5) The department may authorize facilities to remain in place following termination of a lease. If the department authorizes facilities to remain in place, the lessee under this part remains jointly and severally liable for decommissioning the facility unless satisfactory evidence is provided to the department showing that the state or another party has assumed that responsibility and has secured adequate financial assurances.

(6) Lessee shall remove all structures and other materials and return the lease area to the pre-lease condition as determined by the department within 3 years of the issuance of a decommissioning and removal permit.

(7) The department may impose other conditions as necessary to protect the natural resources and public trust in the Great Lakes and to protect the public health, safety and welfare.

(8) Within 60 days after lessee removes a facility, cable, or pipeline, lessee shall submit a written report to the department that includes the following:

(a) A summary of the removal activities, including the date they were completed;
(b) A description of any mitigation measures;

(9) If submerged cultural resources are discovered while conducting decommissioning and removal activities, lessee shall immediately halt bottom-disturbing activities within 1,000 feet of the discovery and report the discovery to the department and the Office of State Archaeologist within 72 hours. The Office of State Archaeologist will provide information on how to conduct investigations to determine if the resource is significant and how to
Section 23: Annual rental payments; royalties; penalty for late payments

(1) The rent for a lease shall be $3 per acre per year for the entire lease area until the facility begins to generate commercially, unless otherwise negotiated and established in the lease. The first rent must be paid within 45 days after the lease is issued and then at the beginning of each subsequent 1-year period. For the lease year in which commercial operations begin, rent that for the year will be prorated.

(2) The rent for a construction and operation lease shall be $3 per acre per year. The first year’s rent must be paid within 45 days after the lease is issued and then at the beginning of each subsequent 1-year period for the entire lease term. For the lease year that commercial operations begin, rent that has been paid for the year will be prorated after the department receives a written notice that commercial operations have begun. Rent payments will continue until all decommissioning and removal activities have been completed pursuant to the terms of the decommissioning and removal permit.

(3) Past due royalty and annual rental payments shall bear interest from maturity at the rate determined and applied by the Department of Treasury from the due date until the date of payment.

(4) The annual royalty payments during commercial operations shall be determined by the MPSC and shall not be less than:

(a) 3% of gross revenue for first ten years
(b) 4% of gross revenue for second ten years
(c) 5% of gross revenue for the remaining five years and the duration of subsequent extensions

(5) The MPSC shall determine a minimum annual royalty payment.

(6) All application fees received under this part shall be forwarded to the state treasurer for deposit into the land and water permit fee fund. Upon appropriation, money from the fund shall be expended to implement this part.

(7) The Great Lakes Wind Energy Trust Fund is created as a separate fund in the state treasury, and it may receive revenue as provided in this part, or revenue from any other source.

(a) Money in the Great Lakes Wind Energy Trust Fund shall be appropriated for the following purposes:
(i) Not less than 70% of the royalties collected pursuant to subsection 23(4) shall be held in trust by the state and be directed to public use that will research and monitor the impact of offshore wind development and address or offset any negative impacts that may be found.

(ii) Not less than 23% of the royalties collected pursuant to subsection 23(4) shall be held in trust by the state and be directed to fostering the use of renewable energy or energy efficiency related projects by the public.

(iii) Not more than 7% of the royalties collected pursuant to subsection 23(4) shall be used by the department to administer the program.

Section 24: Financial assurance

(1) A lessee shall maintain financial assurance during operations of the offshore wind energy project and until the department determines that project removal activities have been completed. The financial assurance shall ensure that the applicant will truly and faithfully perform the covenants, conditions, and agreements specified in the lease, and shall further ensure that all structures and other materials be removed upon cancellation or termination of the lease. The amount of the bond shall be determined by the department and shall be commensurate with the cost of restoring bottomlands to pre-lease condition. The bond shall be in effect for the period of the lease term or until all lease conditions have been fulfilled to the department’s satisfaction.

(2) The financial assurance required under subsection (1) shall apply to all operations subject to the permit and be sufficient to cover the cost to administer, and to hire a third party to implement all necessary environmental protection measures, including remediation of any contamination of the air, water, or bottomlands and conduct project removal activities. The financial assurance shall consist of a performance bond, escrow, cash, certificate of deposit, irrevocable letter of credit, or other equivalent security, or any combination thereof, covering 100% of the total required amount.

(3) Every 3 years, or as the department considers necessary, a permittee shall update the statement of financial responsibility required under subsection (2) and shall adjust the conformance performance bond, escrow, cash, certificate of deposit, irrevocable letter of credit, or other security, as applicable, to assure that the financial assurance is sufficient for the purposes of subsection (2).

(4) Failure to provide financial assurance under this section constitutes grounds for the department to order immediate suspension of activities at the project.

Section 25: Rules

(1) The department may promulgate rules necessary to implement this part.
Section 26: Assignment

(1) All or part of a lease or permit provided for under this part may be assigned upon department approval. The department shall develop an assignment application. The department shall approve the assignment if the assignee meets all the requirements of this part. The assignor is liable for all obligations that accrued on its lease or grant before the department approves an assignment. The assignee is liable for all obligations once the department has approved the assignment.

Section 27: Permit modification; relocation

(1) Following the granting of a construction and operation permit under this section, and upon application of the permit holder, the department may authorize an applicant to move the generating facilities to another location within the same offshore wind energy resource area, as long as the applicant provides an amended site plan that meets the requirements of this part. The department shall notify the applicant in writing within 60 days of acceptance for processing if the department determines that the requirements of this section have not been met. Any such notification must specifically cite the requirements of this section that have not been met. If the department has not notified the applicant under this subsection within the specified time period, a permit modification is deemed to have been granted.

Section 28: Lease renewal

(1) Lessee may request renewal of the operations term of the lease. The department, subject to section 20(c) shall approve a renewal request to conduct substantially similar activities as were originally authorized under the lease.

(2) Automatic renewals shall be issued for a minimum period of ten years subject to section 20. A renewal term will not exceed the original construction and operations lease term unless a longer term is negotiated by the applicable parties.

(3) The department shall have the right to review rents and other operating terms of the lease at the time of renewal. Increased charges for rent will not exceed the rate of inflation or some other pre-determined rate.

(4) For the period the department considers lessee’s request for renewal, lessee shall continue to make all payments in accordance with the original terms and conditions of the lease.

Section 29: Lease cancellation

(1) The department may cancel the lease as follows:

(a) The department shall cancel any lease issued under this part upon proof that
it was obtained by fraud or misrepresentation, and after notice and opportunity for a hearing has been afforded to the lessee.

(b) The department may cancel any lease issued under this part when:

(i) The department determines after notice and opportunity for a hearing that, with respect to the lease to be canceled, the lessee has failed to comply with any applicable provision of this part or these regulations or any term, condition or stipulation contained in the lease, and that the failure to comply continued 30 days (or other period department specifies) after lessee received notice from department.

(ii) The department determines after notice and opportunity for a hearing that lessee has terminated commercial operations under the construction and operations lease as provided in section 18.

(iii) The department determines after notice and opportunity for a hearing that continued activity under the lease would cause serious harm or damage to natural resources; life (including human and wildlife); property; the marine, coastal, or human environment; or sites, structures, or objects of historical or archaeological significance, and that the threat of harm or damage would not disappear or decrease to an acceptable extent within a reasonable period of time.

Section 30: Lease termination

(1) The lease terminates on whichever of the following dates occurs first:

a) The expiration of the applicable term of the lease, unless the term is automatically extended, a request for renewal of the lease is pending a decision by the department, or the lease is suspended or renewed as provided in this subpart; or

b) cancellation of the lease by the department.

(2) Upon lease termination, lessee shall:

(a) Make all payments due, including any accrued rentals and deferred bonuses; and

(b) Perform any other outstanding obligations under the lease within 6 months.

(3) Within 2 years following termination of a lease, lessee shall remove or dispose of all facilities, installations, and other devices permanently or temporarily attached to the bottomlands and/or occupying surface waters of the Great Lakes in accordance with a decommissioning and removal permit approved by the department under this part.
(4) If lessee fails to comply with the approved decommissioning and removal permit:

(a) The department may call for the forfeiture of the financial assurance; and
(b) Lessee shall remain liable for removal or disposal costs and responsible for accidents or damages that might result from such failure.
(c) Provisions shall be made to allow lessee to appeal this decision.

Section 31: Project removal

(1) Within 60 days of the expiration or termination of a permit and lease, the applicant shall initiate implementation of the project removal plan provided for under section 22. If the applicant fails to begin implementing the plan within this 60-day period, the department may take such measures as it considers necessary to initiate and fully implement the plan by drawing on the financial surety provided pursuant to the project removal plan. The applicant's acceptance of the construction and operation permit constitutes agreement and consent by the applicant and its heirs, successors and assigns that the department may take such action as necessary to initiate and fully implement the project removal plan. The holder of the project removal funds shall release the project removal funds when the applicant has demonstrated and the department concurs that the project removal plan has been satisfactorily completed or upon written authorization by the department in the event the department implements the plan pursuant to this subsection.

Section 32: Noncompliance and cessation orders

(1) If lessee fails to comply with this part, the department may take appropriate corrective action under this part if lessee fails to comply with applicable provisions of state law, the regulations in this part, other applicable regulations, the provisions of a lease issued under this part, or the requirements of an approved plan or other approval under this part.

(2) The department may issue a notice of noncompliance if it determines that there has been a violation of the regulations in this part or any provision of the lease or other approval issued under this part. When issuing a notice of noncompliance, the department will serve lessee at last known address.

(3) A notice of noncompliance shall inform lessee how lessee failed to comply with this part and/or the provisions of the lease or other approval, and will specify what lessee shall do to correct the noncompliance and the time limits within which lessee shall act.

(4) Failure of a lessee or operator under this part to take the actions specified in a notice of noncompliance within the time limit specified provides the basis for the department to issue a cessation order and/or a cancellation of the lease as provided in section 29.

(5) If the department determines that any incident of noncompliance poses an imminent threat of serious or irreparable damage to natural resources; life (including human and wildlife); property; the marine, coastal, or human environment; or sites, structures, or objects of historical or archaeological significance, the department may include with its
notice of noncompliance an order directing lessee to take immediate remedial action pursuant to section 33 to alleviate threats and to abate the violation and, when appropriate, a cessation order.

(6) The department may assess civil penalties, as authorized under this part, if lessee fails to comply with any provision of this part or any term of a lease, grant, or order issued under the authority of this part, after notice of such failure and expiration of any reasonable period allowed for corrective action.

(7) The department may issue a cessation order during the term of the lease when lessee fails to comply with an applicable law; regulation; order; or provision of a lease, permit, or other department approval under this part. The department will allow lessee a reasonable period of time to correct any noncompliance before issuing an order to cease activities.

(8) A cessation order will set forth what measures lessee is required to take, including reports lessee is required to prepare and submit to the department, to receive approval to resume activities on the lease.

(9) Upon receiving a cessation order, lessee shall cease all activities on the lease, as specified in the order. The department may authorize certain activities during the period of the cessation order.

(10) A cessation order will last for the period specified in the order or as otherwise specified by the department. If the department determines that the circumstances giving rise to the cessation order cannot be resolved within a reasonable time period, the department may initiate cancellation of the lease.

(11) A cessation order does not extend the term of the lease for the period lessee is prohibited from conducting activities.

(12) Lessee shall continue to make all required payments on lease during the period a cessation order is in effect.

**Section 33: Remedial action**

(1) If the department determines that there is substantial evidence that the project is having a significant, unanticipated adverse effect on a protected natural resource, wildlife, including avian wildlife, bat species, mammals, fish or other water resources or public health or safety, the department shall order the applicant to take action that the department considers feasible and prudent necessary to address that adverse effect
Section 34: Violation; civil action; remedies; civil fine

(1) The department may commence a civil action in Ingham County to restrain or correct a violation of this part or any action not authorized by the permit required by this part or to order the restoration of the affected area to its prior condition.

(2) In a civil action commenced under this part, the circuit court may, in addition to any other relief granted, assess a civil fine of not more than $10,000.00 per day for each day of activity in violation of this part and for each day that the violation continues.

Section 35: Relationship to other laws; Section 401 water quality and consistency certification

(1) Notwithstanding any other provision of law to the contrary, an offshore wind energy facility that has been granted a permit under this section is not subject to review by or required to obtain a development permit, rezoning authorization or other approval or authorization from a local unit of government. A municipality may not enact or enforce any land use, zoning or other standard, conditions or requirement regarding an offshore wind energy facility located within the municipality that is stricter than standards, conditions or requirements of this section.

(2) The issuance of a permit under this part also serves to issue a water quality certificate as required under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, Section 401, and as a consistency certification as required by the Coastal Zone Management Act.

(3) The applicant shall apply for a utility easement pursuant to Part 21 General Real Estate Powers, Subpart 9 Easement for Public Utilities for any cable to the shoreline located outside of the approved lease area.
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